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Abstract

For a graph G, a vertex-edge alternating sequence vo, e1, v1, e2, • ek-I,Vk-1,ek,vk such that all the ei's are distinct and ei = Vi-iVi
for all i is called a trail. For u, v E V(G), a (u, v)-trail of G is a trail
in G whose origin is u and whose terminus is v. A (u, v) trail is called
a close trail if u = v. A trail H is called a spanning trail of a graph
G if V(H) = V(G)_ Let X,;; E(G) and Y,;; E(G) with X n Y = 0_
In this paper, we study the minimum edge-connectivity of a graph G
such that for any u,v E V(G) (including u = v), G has a spanning
(u,v)-trail H such that X,;; E(H) and Y n E(H) = 0-

1. Introduction
We fo!low the notation of Bondy and Murty [1], except that graphs
have no loops. For a graph G, a trail is a vertex-edge alternating sequence
Vo, e1, v1, e2, · · · , ek-1, Vk-l, ek, Vk such that all the e/s are distinct and ei

=

v,_,v, for all i (1 :S: i :S: k). Let e', e" E E(G). A trail in G is ca!led an
(e' i e")-trail if its first edge is e' and its last edge is e". For u, v E V (G),

a (u, v )-trail of

G is a trail in G whose origin is

v. A trail His ca!led a spanning trail if V(H)

u and whose terminus is

= V(G)_
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If u

= v,

then a
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